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We determine piston trajectories yielding maximum work output from two variations of a 
light-driven engine: one is a free-piston engine; the other is an optimally controlled engine. The 
equations describing the optimal piston path of the controlled engine are generated by the 
symbolic processing program MACSYMA. A second set of computer algebra routines are used to 
perform a stability analysis of the coupled, non-linear differential equations describing the 
piston trajectories. From this analysis we generate parameter sets that allow a numerical 
program, which solves systems of differential equations with mixed boundary conditions, to 
determine etiieientty the explicit time-path of the optimally controlled engine. 
1. Introduction 
Piston trajectories optimising different criteria of process performance have recently been 
determined for a class of light-driven heat engines (Mozurkewich & Berry, 1983; 
Watowich et al., 1985b, e), a subset of intrinsically irreversible heat engines (Wheatley et 
al., 1983). These reciprocating engines necessarily operate far from equilibrium and about 
an unsteady stable state. The piston of the light-driven engine is powered by the non- 
linear coupling of the working fluid to an external light source that provides high quality 
heat and to the environment into which waste heat is dumped. This letter describes the 
use of several programs, based on the computer algebra package ~ACS'CMA (Etn~ICE 
MACSVMA, 1976) to determine piston trajectories optimising the performance of light- 
driven engines. See Watowich et al. (1985c) for the details of the calculations described 
below and the programs of MACSYMA commands. 
We analyse the light-driven engine in four steps: Step 1 reduces the real-time ngine to 
a generic model that contains only the salient irreversibilities present in the original 
system. Step 2 uses a program based on MACSYMA routines to perform a linear stability 
analysis of the steady state about which the uncontrolled, free-piston engine operates. 
Step 3 employs a second MACSYMA program to perform an optimal control analysis 
(Naslin, 1969) of the light-driven engine. The outcome of this program is a set of 
ordinary, non-linear differential equations describing the piston trajectory maximising 
work output along each stroke of the engine's cycle. Since this system of equations has 
mixed boundary conditions, a numerical routine based on a shooting method is used to 
solve the differential equations. In step 4 a linear stability analysis of the optimally 
controlled system determines parameter sets that allow the shooting method to converge 
rapidly. 
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2. The Model 
The model ight-driven engine consists of a cylinder fitted at one end with a piston and 
capped at the other end with a transparent window. The cylinder is in simultaneous 
contact with a light source and with the environment which serves as a low temperature 
heat reservoir. The main loss mechanisms of the engine are heat conduction through the 
cylinder walls and friction between the piston and the cylinder walls. 
The working fluid in the cylinder is an equilibrium mixture of a two-component 
reacting system A~B.  Incident light is selectively absorbed by reactant A to form an 
excited species A*. This excited species undergoes rapid thermal relaxation back to the 
ground state of A. Fluorescence is assumed negligible and all absorbed radiant energy is 
released into the cylinder as heat. The temperature of the working fluid thereby rises. 
When A is the higher-enthalpy species this temperature increase shifts the chemical 
equilibrium to produce more A. This. mechanism allows the light source to be treated as a 
high temperature servoir in continuous, reversible contact with the contained working 
fluid (Mozurkewich & Berry, 1983; Zimmermann & Ross, 1983). The contribution to 
heat flow through the system from radiant energy is modelled as a step function, which is 
of the same form as heat flow expressions for the more complicated reactions of NO2 
dimerisation and SO3F dimerisation (Watowich et al., 1985a). 
3. Stability Analysis 
Given the temperature T, entropy S, and heat flow h, Mozurkewich & Berry (1983) 
showed that a necessary condition for a cyclic process to be capable of producing work, 
(ah/OT), > 0, is satisfied in the vicinity of an unstable steady state of the free-piston 
system. Linear stability theory (Porter, 1967) provides a first-order approximation to the 
behaviour of the light-driven engine about each of its steady states. Using MACSYMA we 
constructed a stability algorithm to determine which steady states of the free-piston 
engine are unstable. 
Our algorithm operates in the following manner: First the set of n first-order 
differential equations describing the light-driven engine is linearised around each steady 
state point. Then the characteristic polynomial of the linearised equations is determined 
at each steady state. All roots of the characteristic polynomial, expressed by the MACSYMA 
program as 
F(A) = aoAn+alA " - l+  . . .  +an_lA+a,, = 0, 
result in the steady state being stable provided necessary and sufficient conditions, known 
as the Lienard-Chipart criteria, are met. The Lienard-Chipart criteria for stability are 
given by any of the following relations 
a,,>O, a~-2>O,...;  A 1>0, A 3>0 . . . . .  
a,,>0, a~_2>0 . . . .  ; A2>0, A ,>0 . . . . .  
a,,>0, a,,_t>0, a,,_~>0 . . . .  ; A~>0, Aa>0 . . . . .  
or 
an>0, a,,_l >0 ,  an_a>0 . . . .  ; A2>0,  A , ,>0 . . . . .  
where the expressions Ai>0 are termed Hurwitz inequalities and Ai=det(B~) for 
1 ~< i ~< n. The elements of the matrix B l are defined as bjk = a2k-~ for 1 ~<j, k ~< n and 
bj~ = 0 for 2k - j  > n or 2k - j  < 0. From the characteristic polynomial associated with each 
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steady state the MACSYMA algorithm constructs the Hurwitz inequalities, which are then 
incorporated into the Lienard-Chipart criteria. Finally, using the Lienard-Chipart 
inequalities, parameter sets are generated that map stability boundaries, i.e. boundaries of
areas in parameter space across which the behaviour of the steady states of the free-piston 
engine changes qualitatively. 
To yield engines capable of delivering work to balanced loads, we chose parameter sets 
such that the steady state about which the free engine operates is an unstable focus. 
Steady states are characterised as unstable nodes when trajectories move exponentially 
away from them and as unstable loci when trajectories evolve outward in an oscillatory 
manner. In the free-piston engine displacements from this unstable focus result in the 
piston moving in ever-widening cycles until it finally crosses a stability boundary and is 
assumed to evolve to a stable steady state. 
4. Optimally Controlled Engine 
Work is extracted from the system oscillating about the unstable steady state by 
coupling the piston through a controlling linkage to a work reservoir, such as a high 
inertia flywheel. The controlling linkage is assumed continuously adjustable to provide an 
infinite number of piston paths. Our goal is to determine the piston path for the loaded 
engine that yields a closed cycle and maximises work output during each cycle. This is 
accomplished with optimal control theory (Naslin, 1969), a form of the calculus of 
variations, which, with the application of MACSYMA, yields a system of non-linear 
differential equations with mixed boundary conditions. This system of equations i  finally 
solved numerically to provide the piston time path that maximises work output. 
Optimal control theory, as used in this problem, involves determining the control 
vector fi(t) that maximises an objective function 
I(~, fi) = ~(~, fi) dt (1) 
o 
subject o the differential constraints dictated by the dynamics of the model 
d~ 
d-7 = ~(~' ~) (2) 
The state variables ff are bounded by initial conditions 
~(to) = ~o. (3) 
A new function, termed the Hamiltonian, is formed by the transformation 
E = @+~,.~, (4) 
where ~. is the Lagrange multiplier conjugate to ~. The control vector il that maximises H
simultaneously maximises the objective function I and is called the optimally controlled 
vector. The optimally controlled vector satisfies the following necessary conditions 
d~ OH 
. . . .  ~(~, fi) (5) 
dt Ok 
d2 -OH 
d--i= 0---~-.-, (6) 
OH 
0-fi = 0 (7) 
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and 
~.(t~) = 0. (8) 
Equations (5) and (6) are solved numerically, subject o the mixed boundary conditions 
on ~ and X, to provide the time-parametrised expressions that maximise the objective 
function I. 
We used a program of MACSYMA commands to construct the system of coupled, non- 
linear differential equations for ~ and L that describe the optimal path. The analytic 
program first forms the Hamiltonian H from a given objective function and differential 
constaints on the state variables. Next, the functional form of fi that provides the (~, 5) 
trajectory maximising H is determined by solving equation (7). The MACSYMA routine then 
forms the differential equations given by equations (5) and (6), and substitutes the 
analytic form of the optimally controlled vector into these equations. Finally, the 
MACSYMA routine outputs these equations as a FORTRAN subroutine of a numerical 
program that solves differential equations with specified initial values. 
A numerical program employing a shooting method is used to satisfy the mixed 
boundary conditions given by equations (3) and (8), The unknown conditions at the 
beginning of the integration interval are guessed and the equations are integrated 
numerically with the differential equation solver. Values at the end of the integration 
interval are compared to the imposed boundary conditions. The unknown initial 
conditions are then modified and the integration repeated until the boundary conditions 
at the end of the integration i terval are satisfied. 
The shooting method does not converge for the non-linear system describing the 
optimal piston trajectory unless the initial conditions upplied to the shooting routines 
are close to the actual solution. The shooting algorithm performs a finite-step line search 
about the supplied initial points to determine new initial points that minimise the square 
of the deviation between resultant final values and imposed boundary conditions. If all 
points within a finite-step size of the supplied initial points approach a stable steady state 
at the end of the integration i terval then the shooting method fails to find a solution. The 
shooting method will also fail if the system exhibits high frequency oscillations as it 
evolves. The problem of finding a stable, efficient and systematic method to solve the 
differential equations with mixed boundary conditions remains a major challenge. 
5. Stability of the Optimally Controlled System 
The piston path for the optimal cycle operates about an unstable steady state. We use 
the MACSYMA algorithm mentioned earlier to perform a linear stability analysis of this 
steady state system to determine parameter sets yielding trajectories that allow the 
shooting method to converge rapidly. Stability boundaries, generated from the Lienard- 
Chipart stability criteria, delineate regions in parameter space characterised as an 
unstable node. In these regions the shooting method will fail to find a solution. In regions 
characteriscd asan unstable focus eigenvalues generated by the stability analysis provide 
a first-order approximation to the natural period of the oscillating trajectories. If this 
natural period is much smaller than the operating cycle of the engine the shooting method 
will also fail. The stability analysis guides the choice of parameter values for the light- 
driven engine to regions of parameter space which characterise the steady state of the 
optimally controlled engine as an unstable focus with a large period. This behaviour of 
the controlled trajectories in such regions allows our numerical routines to converge 
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rapidly and solve for the piston path that optimises a given criteria of process 
performance. 
This procedure was used by Watowich et al. (1985b) to contrast the piston paths of a 
light-driven engine designed to maximise work output with the piston paths of a light- 
driven engine designed to minimise ntropy production. 
6. Computational Example 
The MACSYMA code was run on the Department of Chemistry VAX 11/780 (4 mbyte 
physical memory, 800 mbyte hard-disk storage). The MACSYMA package was obtained 
from Symbolics Inc. and required the ELrNICE program (a UNIX emulator available from 
The Wollongong Group) be resident under the VMS operating system (version 3.7). 
Linear stability analysis of n first-order, non-linear differential cquations has been 
done symbolically with no real-time constraints (typically less than 5 minutes) for systems 
of equations where n = 3, 4, 5. Below follows an example of the input to, and output from, 
the algorithm performing the linear stability analysis of the free-piston engine (n = 3). The 
dimensionless dynamical equations governing the free-piston engine are input as 
O=-]~®-------~v +~2arctan (~21)  -®+ 1 , ~  (9a) 
= v (9b) 
and 
= 1/40 
- / /s-P6v, (%) 
where ®, ~ and v are the dimensionless analogues of the working fluid temperature, 
piston displacement and piston velocity, respectively. The dot notation signifies the 
dimensionless time derivative d()/dv. 
The algorithm linearises equations (9) about a steady state point. If we specify the 
middle steady state point, ® = 1.0 and ~ -- P4®///s, and set /~1 = 0.4 and ®2 = 0.1, the 
characteristic polynomial of the linearised system is returned as 
A3 + (//6 - 10//2 + 1)A 2 + ( -  10//2/16 +/16 + 1.4~)A + (5-10//z ~) = 0, 
where ~--//~///4. The program next yields 
~-- 10fl2e > 0, f16--10f12+ I >0 
and 
100//~//6 - 10//2//~ - 20/~2//6 - 4//2 ~ +/ /~ + 1.4//6 ~ +/ /6  + 0.4s > 0 
as the necessary Lienard-Chipart criteria for the middle steady state of the free-piston 
engine to be stable. These inequalities are plotted in (e, //2, //6) parameter space to 
determine stability boundaries for the system. 
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